
Following on from celebrating Mojo Soup's 15 year anniversary last month, we are equally
excited to share that we have moved to a new and improved office space. The new space has
been in the works for some time and was a necessary investment in both floor space for all
the new Mojo Soupians, but also our focus to create a collaborative and connected
environment for our team and customers.
 
We have gone from a 1 meeting room office with a 15 person capacity, to a 5 meeting room,
24 permanent and 10 hot desk capacity. To celebrate this, and our 15 year birthday, we
hosted a ribbon cutting ceremony, unveiled some special art works, and enjoyed some tasty
food and drinks with our Mojo Soup team and partners, and our valued associates. You may
be wondering where this new space is, and whilst there is another story behind this answer
the new address is unchanged, we are still at Level 1/200 Creek Street, but we moved next
door!
 
Now that we have achieved this important step in our journey, our focus again shifts to the
year ahead to explore how we can leverage what we have created over the past 15 years,
and to continue to push ourselves to connected brilliance. Part of this focus is continuing to
deliver and improve our customer experience through our delivery performance, which is
made possible with our customer experience program. Your (our customers) feedback during
CX meetings is the most important measure we have as a business to gauge our
performance, it is what drives us to improve and invest in capability, approach, and improved
service offerings.
 
It's not often we get to offer public thanks to our network of amazing customers, so this
month we are taking the opportunity to thank you all for being so loyal, honest and trusting,
without you this 15 year milestone, our new office, and our optimistic future outlook would
not be possible - thank you!

Mojo Spotlight



For this month's project spotlight we're taking the opportunity to present a useful and
significant tool in our product portfolio - Mojo Folio. Mojo Folio is our signature advanced
project and portfolio management solution, and is built upon the latest Microsoft Project
application set, leveraging the Power Platform.
 
We are proud to be a trusted project management solution provider. Our rich legacy and
extensive experience have inspired us to continually innovate, striving to craft a product
which captivates our customers and end users, but also redefines industry standards,
enriching user experiences at every turn. We are excited to push the envelope with
"what's possible" and set new standards via our delivery approach.
 
What we offer is unique. In fact, it has to be. It's tailored to accommodate our
customers' diverse requirements and varying needs, capabilities, and future objectives.
Our uniqueness lies in the fact that we provide a base configuration suitable for various
customer needs. For instance, it caters to those who are just starting out in project
management and seek a tool to enhance their capabilities and processes. On the other
hand, it also caters to customers who require us to customise and configure our product
to handle their most intricate processes. This could involve automating inputs and
outputs, implementing logic to minimise human intervention, generating comprehensive
reports to meet stakeholder requirements, or integrating seamlessly with existing
business applications and data. We've encountered a wide range of challenges, and Mojo
Folio has proven its ability to handle them all.
 
Our approach to delivering Mojo Folio has continuously improved with each
implementation. We consider customer feedback and experiences as crucial inputs to
refining our 'Mojility' (our delivery method). However, we're not hitting the brakes just
yet. We're dedicated to further enhancing both the product and the delivery experience
to ensure that every engagement reflects our commitment to meeting customers' needs,
both technically and professionally.
 
As our journey progresses, we're excited about the next steps for Mojo Folio. We're
currently working on integrating an AI component, which we'll unveil once we have a
proof of concept to demonstrate its capabilities. We believe this addition will further
enhance the value of our unique offering. As we propel forward in our mission to
revolutionise project management with Mojo Folio, we invite you to be a part of the
journey. Your feedback and experiences are invaluable to us as we strive for excellence
in every aspect of our product and service delivery.

Project Spotlight



Community Spotlight
Some of our more daring and adventurous Mojo Soupians recently conquered the
RAW Challenge - another rigorous obstacle course experience!
 
Tony, Maddie, Alex and Dave banded together and despite the difficulty of the
obstacle course, they were all up for the challenge and their spirits were high the
whole way through. It was definitely a more challenging obstacle course than the
foam run - but that's what made it so much fun.
 
As they trudged through the thigh deep mud, Tony almost lost his shoes more than
once - and unfortunately, actually did lose his sunglasses as he whooshed down a 40
metre slide straight into a pool of... You guessed it...mud!
 
Maddie loved seeing her colleagues outside the usual work environment and working
together to complete obstacles - noting that Dave has a LOT of energy!
 
Dave loved the massive slip and slide and the vibrant atmosphere created by music
blasting along the course.
 
As a community we love to seek new adventures together, the memories created at
events highlight the importance of community, teamwork, and resilience.



Soupian Du Jour
Jared is our Insights and Analytics Practice Manager, AI and Generative AI specialist and data
expert. He’s always ready to help organisations tackle data challenges and unlock their
potential.

Let’s get to know Jared!

What's something we wouldn't see on your resume?
As a part of having my house recently renovated, I have taken on painting the inside and
outside of our home to try and save a bit of money. While I have enjoyed picking up skills in
this area including being pretty good at cutting in, and believe that I have done pretty good
job overall, I do think that it has reconfirmed that I have picked the right career path in life
using tech and data rather than paint brushes (and sanding…).
 
Most exciting thing about joining Mojo Soup?
Joining a collaborative and exciting business where everyone is keen to have a go and
support each other. I have also been feeling very refreshed on being able to be super creative
in coming up with our service offerings and building our capability in the Insights and
Analytics team to bring some really cool things to market that can help Mojo’s current and
future customer’s fuel and drive their growth using data and AI.
 

Last concert you went to?
I would like to go to more and I have realised the last one was last June however it was
enough to fill a year. I went to see Brisbane band The Gin Club at the Zoo who celebrated 20
years together and played for over 3 hours. 

Connect with Jared

https://www.linkedin.com/in/jared-bagnall/


Driving Towards Sustainability: How Mojo Soup
Empowered Me to Go Electric

Maxine shares how she’s driving towards a greener
future one electric mile at a time with her new Kia
EV6, thanks to our employee benefits scheme.
 
➡ Read more here 

In Case You Missed It

The Conversation

5 Things That Have Actually Made Me More
Productive as a Software Developer

Having a productivity slump? Caroline shares her best
productivity tips to get you back on track and saving
time and energy.
 
➡ Read more here 

Thank you for reading!
We hope you enjoyed reading our newsletter as much as we enjoyed making it!
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